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OCTOBER 10, 1995
The Faculty Senate meeting was called to order at 3:35 p.m. on October 10, 1995, President
Harry Llull presided. The meeting was held in the Kiva.
Senators present: Steven Block (Music), Alok Bohara (Economics), James Boone
(Anthropology), Anthony Cardenas (Spanish & Portuguese), Tom Decoster (Orthopaedics),
Victor Delclos (Education), Ernest Dole (Pharmacy), Charles Fleddermann (Electrical &
Computer Engineering), John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Deborah Graham (Health
Sciences Library), Blaine Hart (Radiology), Andrew Hsi (Pediatrics), Roy Johnson (Civil
Engineering), William Johnson (Biology), William Kane (Education), Craig Kelsey (Education),
Tom Kyner (Mathematics & Statistics), Larry Lavender (Theatre & Dance), Harry Llull (General
Library), George Luger (Computer Science), Deborah Mcfarlane (Public Administration),
Richard Melzer (Valencia), Christine Nathe (Dental Hygiene), Donald Neaman (Electrical &
Computer Engineering), Kees Onneweer (Mathematics & Statistics), Peter Pabisch (Foreign
Languages & Literatures), Stephen Preskill (Education), Ed Reyes (Pharmacology), Howard
Schreyer (Mechanical Engineering), Sandra Schwanberg (Nursing), Kim Sorvig (Architecture &
Planning), Scott Taylor (Law), Henry Trewhitt (Communication & Journalism), Gerald Weiss
~edicine), Maurice Wildin (Mechanical En~ineering), Beula? Woodfin (Bioche~stry), Nancy
.£ h )
Ziegler (Gallup) Pa l.1u 't-k f!a I Itt t IJ t 12... ( £J1/
I
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Senators absent: Judith Brillman (Emergency Medicine), Jane Bruker (Gallup), Monica Cyrino
(Foreign Languages & Literatures), Patrick Gallacher (English.), Peggy Kelley (Surgery), Gloria
Sarto (Obstretics & Gynecology), Avarham Shama (Anderson Schools of Management)
Excused absences: Beverly Burris (Sociology), Elizabeth Nielsen (Education), Fred Schueler
(Philosophy), Sherman Wilcox (Linguistics)

President Llull began the meeting with the following statements: 1) "As a center of knowledge,
the University adheres to the doctrines of academic freedom and free speech. The University will
continue to protect the exploration of ideas and will encourage inquiry by students, faculty and
staff" and, 2) "As a colleague, the professor has obligations that derive froi:11 co.mmon .
membership in the community of scholars. He respects and defends the free mqu"!' .of his
associates. In the exchange of criticism and ideas he shows due respect for the op1ruons of
others." These statements appear in the UNM Strategic Plan and the Faculty Handbook,
respectively.
President Llull said his goal has always been to encourage and facilitate the bringing of issues by
faculty to the Faculty Senate, and the Faculty Senate has been ~ore than successful, so far. He
stated all the issues being presented today would be discussed m a reasonable, respectful and
responsible manner according to the statements on academic freedom. He further stated those

l

who do not follow these statements, whether it be administration or faculty, would be called out
of order.
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

The agenda was amended to include the following agenda items: 3b) National Research
Council ranking presented by Ellen Goldberg; and added Form C, name change for
Microbiology to agenda item 1O.

2.

APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES (SEPTEMBER 12, 1995)
The minutes of September 12, 1995, were approved with a correction to the sentence on
page 3, third paragraph, fourth line to read " .. .task force committee. These should .. .".

3.

APPROVAL OF CHANGES TO COMMITTEES 95-96 MEMBERSHIP LIST
PRESENTED BY SENATOR WILDIN
The changes to the committees membership list were approved with two additional
changes presented by Senator Wildin: Bruce Thomson (Civil Engineering) will serve on
the Library Committee rather than on the Scholarship, Prizes and Loans Committee; and
Mary Bess Whidden (English) will serve on the General Honors Council.

3b. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL RANKING PRESENTED BY ELLEN
GOLDBERG, VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH
Dr. Goldberg reported on the issue involving 16 UNM doctoral programs omitted from
a nationwide ranking of graduate schools because, according to the NRC, they did not
receive a response to the surveys sent to UNM in November 1992. Dr. Goldberg
reported that, to the best of her knowledge, only surveys for six biological science
programs were received, filled out and returned to NRC. Only one UNM graduate
department, Biological Sciences was included in the NRC's report. Dr. Goldberg is
convinced that her office never received the surveys for the other programs. An NRC
representative acknowledged that it is possible the surveys could have been lost in the
mail. Other universities have complained about being left out of the ranking conducted
by NRC. Since the last NRC survey in 1982, UNM's graduate programs and research
activities have improved greatly, and it is important that they receive the appropriate
recognition for these improvements. It is of great concern that another ranking by NRC
will not occur for another 10 years. Dr. Goldberg proposed to obtain the survey forms
from NRC and to pay external reviewers to evaluate the programs. She is willing to
obtain a copy of the surveys for the different programs and work with UNM
departments on this. Dr. Goldberg, following a suggestion from an NRC representative,
proposed that UNM' s 16 graduate programs send letters to other universities with an
explanation ofUNM's exclusion. (Other universities which were excluded from the
ranking are also doing this.) Some Senators strongly urg~ an extern~ re~~w at this
point in order to place UNM in the appropriate context With other umvers1ttes and.
expressed the need for the university to take positive action now. Dr. Goldberg said she
would contact NRC to see if external evaluators can be used to rate UNM' s programs
2

and assist with the letter to be sent to other universities. Dr. Goldberg will report
further on this issue to the Faculty Senate at its November meeting.
Upon discussion of this particular issue and citing this incident as one example, Senator
Geissman and President Llull expressed concerns with problems in UNM' s infrastructure
and in its ability to carry out substantive business which needs to be done. Another
Senator was concerned with the negative aspects of UNM' s exclusion in the NRC
report, and with the comment attributed to President Peck in the Daily Lobo, "It might
even be better to be not listed at all than to be ranked lower than some of our
neighboring institutions."

4.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING RESOLUTION PRESENTED BY SE ATORS R.
JOHNSON, T. KYNER, A. SHAMA
President Llull announced that because of the many resolutions being brought forth to
the Faculty Senate, resolutions that are very clear and can be discussed quickly will be
placed early on the agenda. He said if it needs to, the Senate has the opportunity to
table a resolution for discussion and vote on it at another meeting.
In presenting the resolution for Senate approval, Senator Johnson said the intent was not
to imply faculty should organize. Stated simply, the resolution expresses the sentiment
that the Regents should recognize that the faculty has the right to collectively bargain,
should it decide to do so.
The Senate unanimously approved, by voice vote, the following resolution submitted
jointly by Senators Roy Johnson, Tom Kyner, Avraham Shama.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING RESOLUTION
Whereas, the right of employees to form unions and bargain collectively is
basic and widely accepted, and
Whereas, the Regents of the University ofNew Mexico do not recognize this
right of the faculty of the University,
Therefore be it resolved that the Faculty Senate of the University ofNew
Mexico ~serts that our faculty has this right and it requests the Board of
Regents to recognize this right.

S.

FACULTY/STAFF CLUB COMMITTEE RESOLUTION PRE
SENATOR F. SCHUELER
.
President Llull presented the resolution from Fred Schueler, who could not attend this
meeting.

...

~

••

FACULTY/STAFF CLUB COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

I 1?ove that a small committee be formed this semester by the Faculty Senate,
this committee charged with reestablishing a UNM Faculty/Staff Club at the
earliest possible date. The committee should enlist the aid of President Peck
and Prvost Coleman in their deliberations as to location, financing, etc., of this
Club. The committee will make at least one report to the Senate on their
progress before the end of Fall Semester, 1995-96, and further regular reports
until the Club is reestablished.
President Llull expressed concerns that there should be a committee to study the
reestablishment of a faculty/staff club rather than a committee charged with
reestablishing the club, as presented in the resolution; a club cannot be reestablished
unless it is known whether faculty and staff are willing to pay dues; the resolution would
establish a permanent committee even though the club might not be reestablished; and
finally, the resolution does not specify how the committee should be appointed.
Following discussion and suggestions regarding possible amendments, the Senate voted
against adopting this resolution by a show of hands resulting in 15 against, 14 in favor,
and 2 abstentions.
6.

PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION FROM THE UNM ADMJNISTRATION ON
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICIES
•
Introduction/Affirmative Action in General presented by Provost Mary Sue
Coleman

Provost Coleman, in response to a resolution passed at the last meeting of the Faculty
Senate requesting that the administration come to this meeting to discuss
affirmative action as it is practiced at UNM, asked Harold Pope, Interim
Director of Admissions and Outreach Services, and Anne Thomas, Director,
Equal Opportunity Programs, to report on the three categories in which
affirmative action principles are used. Provost Coleman provided an overview
in student admissions to the University as being close to the demographics of
the state high school graduating population; in employment statistics, the
demographics of staff at UNM is almost identical to that of the adult working
population in Bernalillo county; and faculty at UNM exceeds in some areas,
but not in all, the demographics of Ph.D. production in the nation.
•

Student Recruiting presented by Harold Pope, Admissions and Outreach Services

With regards to affirmative action and student recruitment, Harold Pope read a
portion of a policy statement in terms of the Admis~ions a?d Out_reach Services
office being " ...committed to a program of affirmat1ve_act1on to.mer~ access by
participation of traditionally under represented groups ~-the Uruvers1ty s .
educational programs." Stressing commitment in proVIdmg ~u:tl opportum!)'
programs, Mr. Pope said the University does not have any pohc1es that consider
4

•

race, creed, or national origin. He confirmed the statement made earlier by Provost
Coleman, that the demographics of the state are reflected in the recruitment of
students at UNM. Extra efforts and programming are directed to attract students
from some targeted groups. Rather than screening students by ethnicity, applicant
pools are increased by using demographics to select these targeted groups. Since
all students do not have equal access or equal opportunity for education,
participation in student recruitment is conducted state-wide in college recruitment
days, college fairs, high school visitations, via correspondence and direct mailings
to students that meet the admission criteria at UNM. These recruitment efforts are
concentrated in New Mexico first, then regionally.
Faculty/Staff Recruiting presented by Anne Thomas, Equal Opportunity
Programs

The EOP office is responsible for monitoring the hiring process for all Tier II
(grade 15 and above) staff and faculty. EOP also monitors work force statistics
which includes all UNM employees. Anne Thomas provided information on
Tier I and Tier Il levels of employee recruitment and hiring. She said federal
contractors (UNM is a federal contractor) are required by Executive Order
11246, enforced by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, to have an
affirmative action plan to ensure that individuals who are in protected classes,
namely women, minorities, persons with disabilities, Vietnam-era veterans, and
disabled veterans, are represented in the work force and that they have equal
opportunity to compete for work. An affirmative action plan requires a
statistical analysis of the work force to determine utilization of protected
groups. Director Thomas explained how availability of these groups is
determined, and the corrective action the federal government requires for less
than 80% representation of minorities and women in the work force. The
following data reflects UNM' s efforts regarding faculty compared with
national percentages: males 68.2 (national), 65.3 (UNM); females 31.8
(national), 34. 7 (UNM); Whites 87.7 (national), 84.2 (UNM); African
American 4. 7 (national), .8 (UNM); Asian 5.1 (national), 4.4 (UNM); Hispanic
2.2 (national), 8.9 (UNM); and Native American .3 (national), 1.7 (UNM).
Tier I staff at UNM are utilized in 70% ofjob categories, and are one or two
hires from being utilized at another 24 percent. UNM acts affirmatively by
emphasizing targeted recruitment, which establishes diverse applicant pools.
Director Thomas described how recruitment is conducted locally and
nationally. She said a faculty recruitment handbook is in the process of being
developed at UNM.
7.

DISCUSSION BY THE FACULTY SENATE ON UNM'S AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION POLICIES AND PRACTICES WITH REFERENCE TO:

•
•

Resolution from Operations Committee
Professor Richard Berthold' s Resolution

5

After some confusion regarding the procedures for action on the two resolutions before
the Senate, Senator Kane made a motion for the Faculty Senate to support affirmative
action as a policy of the University of New Mexico. The following discussions ensued
on UNM' s affirmative action policy and practices, and on the principle of affirmative
action.
Richard Berthold said the motivation behind his resolution was not based on practices or
failure of the practices of affirmative action at UNM, it was based on principle. He said
many faculty feel affirmative action is bad in principle, because judging individuals on
the basis of group characteristics is the foundation of racism. Continuing affirmative
action, with perhaps good intentions of trying to redress wrongs, is pernicious and
affirms in people's minds the validity of making judgement based on group
characteristics, and is not healthy for academe or for American society. Finally, he said,
any resolution passed will have absolutely no impact on the management of this
university because they are constrained by federal law. He also believes any good
affirmative action achieves is outweighed by the ills it creates in perpetrating these
attitudes.
Senator Deborah Graham related that in her five years at UNM, she has been involved in
several hires and she has found the affirmative action process to be very well organized,
very well managed, and non-discriminatory. Affirmative action invites groups to
participate that have traditionally avoided entering academic careers, academic jobs, or
working for a university. It is an invitation to people who think they don't have a
chance to come in and compete. She has worked with minority individuals who were
afraid to compete because of the cultural norms from which they come. Senator
Graham said she has never been pressured to hire a minority applicant who was not the
best candidate. She said it is a big step for minorities to chance being rejected because
of their cultural heritage, and affirmative action states that this is not going to happen.
She emphasized the affirmative action program is fair because it invites people to
compete, because they are judged on merits. She affirms the way this program is being
managed and thinks it is a model for other programs.
Senator Kim Sorvig said the motion on the floor to support affirmative action at UNM
was a little too simple, although he agrees with it in principle. ~e exp~essed concerns
with the amount of paperwork required to comply with affirma?ve action and felt the
resolution should ask for continuous improvement or decrease m the amount of
paperwork required. Secondly, he mentioned persist~nt proble~ in recruiting Ph.~s,
since at UNM is a professional school where the temunal degree 1s often the a ter s
degree. He said there are a number of adjustments that need to be made P.rogr~ by
program and this should be included in the motion. Thirdly, Ser_iato~ Sorvig said
affirmative action ought to be a temporary measure to redress histoncal ~ong. and
suggested this also be stated. He commented in an ideal future, ~auve action w uld
be unnecessary, and that should be part of the reason for supporting it now.

co
President Llull mentioned there are a lot of innuendos that minorities are given
preference, and said he has served on search committees in which there was pressure
not to hire a member of a minority even though, in one case, a minority was the best
candidate. He concurred with Senator Sorvig' s statements, and sees affirmative action
as recruiting as widely as possible, and, hopefully, getting to the point where it is no
longer needed.
Senator Kane defended the simplicity of his motion and stated affirmative action has
served to attract students, faculty and staff that have strengthened the academic
programs at UNM, and he would like to see whether or not faculty support affirmative
action as a concept.
Senator Schreyer urged keeping the motion on the floor simple and for the faculty to
support affirmative action vigorously based on the matters of principle and practicality.
Senator Tom DeCoster said he invited Health Sciences faculty to comment on
affirmative action and received 20 responses: 19 against, 1 in favor, of affirmative
action as a concept.
Senator Wildin pointed out that it was specifically discussed at the last Faculty Senate
meeting that these resolutions would be on the agenda for November and were not listed
on this meeting's agenda as action items. He was concerned with acting too quickly,
either pro or con, and not allowing Senators who were absent the opportunity to vote
on this issue. He urged the Faculty Senate to wait until the November meeting.
A quick counting of Senators reflected that 35 senators were present at this meeting,
which President Llull felt was strong attendance. The Senate then voted on Senator
Kane's motion "The Faculty Senate supports affirmative action as a policy of the
University ofNew Mexico." By a show of hands, the Senate passed the motion with 29
for, 4 against, and 2 abstentions.
Professor Richard Berthold's resolution which read "The Faculty of the University of
New Mexico affirm that the only valid parameters for judging an individual are
character, intellect and personal skills and that evaluations based o~ gro~p
characteristics, such as race or gender, are inherently wrong and 011slea~~g and
consequently ought not to be employed in selection proce~ such as hiring and
admissions." was defeated by no positive votes and 5 abstenaons.
8.

ANNOUNCEMENTS - SENATE PRESIDENT
Senate President Harry Llull provided information on the following:

•

A tally of Under-Enrolled Courses by College ~ain C~pus) presented by the_Office of
the Associate Vice-President for Academic Affarrs, DaVId Stuart, to the ~uncil ~f
Deans was included in the Information P'acket distributed to Senators at this meeting.
7
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•
•

•

•
9.

Also, there are now 4,000 students attending night courses at UNM, and weekend
classes are increasing rapidly. (Senator Peter Pabisch requested that the underenrollment issue be placed on the agenda at the next meeting for discussion.)
Post-tenure review task force expects to meet two more times, and President Llull hopes
to have a draft attached to the November Faculty Senate agenda. The draft will be
distributed widely to all faculty.
Senate President Llull has met with the Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee; Erin
Leff, Dispute ResolutionCoordinator; Provost Coleman; President Peck; and John
Omdahl, Chair, Academic Freedom and Tenure regarding a dispute resolution process
for faculty. He will have more information on this issue at the Faculty Senate meeting in
November.
General principles of agreement concerning periodic evaluation of tenured faculty put
together by representatives of the six state universities is included in the Information
Packet. These broad principles will be used to discuss faculty actions on some of these
issues with members of the legislature.
American Association of University Women Fall Workshop information was included in
the Information Packet distributed to Senators at today's meeting.

COMMENTS - PROVOST MARY SUE COLEMAN
Provost Coleman commented briefly on:
• · UNM is planning for budget rollbacks requested by the Governor, and said UNM is now
looking at permanent reductions in order to be prepared if and when it is enacted by the
legislature. She said the reasons the state is in trouble financially are because oil and gas
revenues have not been what they have been in the past, the gas tax cut signed by the
Governor when he took office, and the inability of the state to collect the taxes provided
for in the Indian gaming compacts signed by the Governor without the concurrence of
the legislature. The reserves of the state are below what is considered to be minimally
acceptable (5%). In planning for permanent cuts, UNM will look towards cutting nonacademic, non-teaching units twice as much on a percentage basis as teaching units. She
said the academic mission of the university needs to be protected above all else.

10. FORM C'S PRESENTED BY SENATE PRESIDENT LLULL
Due to an oversight, three requests from the Foreign Languages &_ Literatures
Department were incorporated in the UNM catalog for 1995-97 without Senate
approval and were being presented for official approval at this time. The Senate voted
its approval of these requests, along with the name change for the Department of
Microbiology.

•
•
•
•

New Major in Russian (Foreign Languages & Literatures)
New Minor in Classical Studies (Foreign Languages & Literatures)
.
Revisions in Major and Minor Programs in Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies
(Foreign Languages & Literatures)
.
Name Change (Department of Microbiology to Department ofMicrob10logy and

Immunology)

11. NEW BUSINESS
Senator Kane reminded Senators the Honorary Degree Committee is accepting
nominations for honorary degrees. Nominations should be forwarded to the Office of
the University Secretary.
President Llull announced the Operations Committee has met with President Peck
regarding filling the Provost's position. President Peck is gathering recommendations
on this and can be e-mailed at rpeck@unm.edu.

12. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business to come before the Faculty Senate at this time, the
meeting adjourned at 5:25 p.m.

Respectfully submitted by:

'if!.iAJ' 4.ul·JJ &
Mari A. Ulibarri
Office of the University Secretary

Approved by:

I

(

~

~~(l,({)L)
Vivian Valencia
University Secretary
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CHANGES TO FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEES 1995-96
(SINCE 9/12/95 SENA TE MEETING)

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Altha Crouch (Gallup)
(replacing Roberto Sandoval)

1997

John Chadwick (GPSA Rep)

CURRICULA
Ray Hammond
(replacing Ernest Dole)

1997

FACULTY ETHICS & ADVISORY
Howard Snell (Biology)
1996
(replacing James Scott)

SCHOLARSHIP, PRIZES AND LOANS
Bruce Thomson (Civil Engr)
1997

RESEARCH ALWCATIONS
Walter Gerstle (Civil Engr) SEMI
(for Arup Maji)

1996

STUDENT CONDUCT
Judith Fabian (Anesthesiology)
(replacing Jennifer Predock-Linnell)

1996

I""\
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING RESOLUTION

Whereas, the right of employees to form unions and bargain collectively is basic and
widely accepted, and
Whereas, the Regents of the University of New Mexico do not recognize this right
of the faculty of the University,
Therefore, be it resolved that the Faculty Senate of the U!Mrsity of New Mexico
asserts that our faculty has this right and it requests the Board of Regents to
recognize this right.

Submitted by Senators Roy Johnson, Tom Kyner, Avraham Shama

FACULTY/STAFF CLUB COMMITTEE RESOLUTION
I move that a small committee be formed this semester by the Facu zy Senate, this
committee to be charged with reestablishing a UNM Faculty/
Club at the earliest
possible date. The committee should enlist the aid of President Peck and Provost
Coleman in their deliberations as to location, financing, etc., of this Club. The committee
will make at least one report to the Senate on their progress before the end of Fall
Semester, 1995-96, and further regular reports until the Club is reestablished.

Presented by Senator Fred Schueler

\.)

I
POLICY STATEMENT ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR EMPLOYEES AND
STUDENTS

The University of New Mexico recognizes its responsibility to extend equal employment and
educational opportunities to all qualified individuals. This University exists to educate, to
conduct research and creative activities, and to perform related services on behalf of the
community which supports it. We at the University of New Mexico have a responsibility to our
students and to the citizens of the state to actively recruit and hire the best qualified persons we
can, and to do so in the context of our commitment to affirmative action principles and diversity.
The University complies with the letter and spirit of the law, and further believes that everyone
in the work force of the University ofNew Mexico is involved in educating others. That
education may range from transmitting knowledge of complex concepts (as is done by the
faculty) to serving as role models in the subtleties of everyday human interaction, as all
employees do. Any practice which negatively affects some of our work force ultimately affects
us all. There is no place for prejudice and injustice.
On December 13th, 1994, the Regents passed a "Resolution on Campus Climate," which
reaffirms the University's commitment to creating and maintaining a diverse community and a
campus in which students, faculty and staff can learn and work in an atmosphere that is
productive and free from harassment, exploitation, intimidation, hate crimes, discrimination and
retaliation. These statements are echoed in the University's UNM 2000 vision statement

Equal Employment Opportunity
University policy, state and federal law and regulations forbid unlawful discrimination on the
basis of race, color, religion, national origin, physical or mental disability, age, s~x, sexual
preference, ancestry, or medical condition, in recruiting, hiring, training, promo~ g, and all other
tenns and conditions of employment. All personnel policies, such as compe~.ation bene_fits
transfers, layoffs, terminations, returns from layoff, University-sponsored .trairung education,
tuition assistance, social, and recreation programs will be administe:ed without regard to ~e
characteristics or conditions listed above, except when one of these 1s a bona fide occupational

I
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qualification. The University strives to establish procedures which assure equal treatment and
access to all programs, facilities and services.

Equal Educational Opportunity
The University of New Mexico is committed to providing equal educational opportunity and
forbids unlawful discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, physical or
mental disability, age, sex, sexual preference, ancestry, or medical condition. Equal educational
opportunity includes: admission, recruitment, extracurricular programs and activities, housing,
facilities, access to course offerings, counseling and testing, financial assistance, employment,
health and insurance services and athletics. In keeping with this policy of equal educational
opportunity, the University is committed to creating and maintaining an atmosphere free from all
fonns of harassment.

Affirmative Action
Further, the University of New Mexico commits itself to a program of affirmative action to
increase access by, and participation of, traditionally underrepresented groups in the University's
education programs and work force. It is the policy of the University in the case where a vacant
position falls within a job group which is determined to have underutilization, that the hiring
official give preference for selection to a finalist who is a member of the underutilized group,
provided his/her qualifications and past performance are substantially equal to other finalists.

Reasonable Accommodation Policy
The University makes reasonable accommodations to the religious observances/national origin
practices of a student, an employee or prospective employee, and to the known physical or
mental limitations of a qualified student, employee, applicant or program user with a disability,
unless such accommodations have the end result of fundamentally altering a program or service
or placing an undue hardship on the operation of the University. Qualified students, employees
or program users with disabilities should contact the Office of Equal Opportunity Programs or
the Office of Disabled Student Services for information regarding accommodations.

Anti-Harassment Policy
It is the policy of the institution to prevent and eliminate forms of unlawful harassment in
employment and educational settings. The University prohibits harassment of empl_o~ees by
supervisors or co-workers and harassment of students on the basis of race, color, rehg10_n
national origin, physical or mental disability, age, sex, sexual pr~ference, _a nce~~· medical
condition, or other protected status. The University makes special efforts to ehmmate both overt

2
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and subtle fonns of sexual harassment. Employees and students who believe they have been
harassed on the basis of a protected status are encouraged to contact their supervisors (or the
Department of Human Resources if the supervisor is involved in the alleged harassment), or
Department Chair, or Dean, or the designated contact person in their unit, or the Equal
Opportunity Programs Office.

Complaint Procedures
Complaint procedures are in place for resolving allegations of discriminatory treatment or sexual
harassment against either employees or students. Copies or summaries of procedures are
included in the Facultv Handbook, the Pathfinder, the Personnel Policies and Procedures Manual
and union contracts, as well as other University publications. Notice of fair employment rights
and procedures are posted at the various personnel offices as well as in employing units.
Employees may contact the Office of Equal Opportunity Programs for information and/or
assistance.

Responsibility for Affirmative Action Plan
The University President has overall responsibility for the Affirmative Action Plan. All senior
and mid-level administrators (vice presidents, deans, directors) are accountable for their
performance in the accomplishment of affirmative action objectives. Annual performance
evaluations shall include an assessment of the results of programs and practices aimed at
increasing access and participation by persons in protected classes.
The Equal Opportunity Programs Director has been designated as Affirmative Action
Coordinator. This official is responsible for monitoring all EEO/AA activities, reporting
quarterly and annually on the effectiveness of the Affirmative Action Plan, and developing
recommendations for necessary action to assure attainment of its stated objectives. Any .
questions related to the Affirmative Action Plan should be directed to the Equal Opportunity
Programs Office.

Date

President Richard E. Peck

.,...
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RESOLUTION FROM THE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

With the current debate in congress and the recent actions by the board of regents of the
University of California system, the role of affirmative action at universities nationwide has come
into question. This has been reflected on our own campus by the number of articles in the Daily
Lobo, and Campus News exploring the nature and future of affirmative action at UNM. At the
Faculty Senate orientation meetings held in August, affirmative action was identified as an
important campus issue.
Therefore, the F acuity Senate requests that the UNM administration make a presentation at the
October 10, 1995, Faculty Senate meeting on UNM's policy and practice of affirmative action. A
written outline with the most pertinent information should be forwarded to the University
Secretary in time to be included in the agenda packet distributed to senators before the meeting.
Following the presentation, there will be an open discussion by the Faculty Senate to identify
principles to be incorporated into a resolution which will be voted on by the Senate at its
November meeting.

PROPOSAL SUBMITI'ED TO FACULTY SENATE ON SEPTEMBER 12, 1995
BY RICHARD M. BERTHOLD

The Faculty of the University ofNew Mexico affirm that the only valid parameters for judging an
individual are character, intellect and personal skills and that evaluations based on group
characteristics, such as race or gender, are inherently wrong and misleading and consequently
ought not to be employed in selection processes such as hiring and admissions.

,_J

PREPARED BY THE OFFICE OF THE ASSOCIATE
VICE-PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS (7-0896)
SEPTEMBER 19, 1995 (JML)

UNDER-ENROLLED COURSES*
BY COLLEGE
UNM MAIN CAMPUS
(Includes Both Undergraduate and Graduate Courses**)

FALL 93
College/Program

FALL 94
UnderEnrolled

FALL 95

119
15

66
30
115

7

6

8
0
1
3
3
1

403
* E~cludes ITV courses campus-wide. These are monitored separately by the Director of
Distance Education Center. Also EXCLUDES "laboratory" sections, "problems," "individual
studies," ''field research," one-on-one "tutorials," "thesis," "dissertation ," individual
"practicums," "internships," and "student teaching" courses.
I

** Combined undergraduate and graduate courses that did not m~et the m.inimum enro~lm~n s
are counted as two separate courses according to the Commission on Higher Education in
Santa Fe.
••• Starting in Spring 1996, the figures for Women's Studies will be included under Arts and
Sciences.

American Association of University Women -- New Me><1co
---l'W

"The American Association of University Women promotes equity for all
women and girls, lifelong education, and positive societal change."

Fall Workshop
NM Inst of Mining & Tech. Library
Socorro, New Mexico
October 21, 1995

9:30 Welcome by Pam Farster, Rocky Mt. Regional Director, AAUW
10:00 Keynote Speech on Tenure Issues and Workshop "From the
Schoolhouse to the Roundhouse" by Dr. Kathleen C Jacobs,
tenured Professor of Management & Chair of Division of Business
Administration at Wesley College in Dover, Delaware
Noon Lunch at NM Institute of Mining and Technology*
1:30 Panel Discussion on Gender Equity with Dr. Mary Harris,
Professor of Psychological Foundations in Education at the
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque; Dr. Donna Gee, Professor
at Eastern NM University at Portales and administrator of an
educational equity grant; Cynt/zia Risner-Sl,iller, Principal of Desert
Hills Elementary in Las Cruces and gender equity trainer; Dr.
Carole Yee, Professor of English, Chair of Dept. of Humanities and
President of Faculty Senate at NM Inst. of Mining and Technology.
3:30 Session Closes

The Hish Ro~b
to Gen'ber Equihj

#

111

*Re&istration fee includes lunch. To rqister, send
a check for $10 payable to: New Mexico AAUW;
Barbara DuBois, P. 0. Box 474, Socorro, NM 87801.
Re&istration deadline is October 14, 1995. For further
info call Enid Tidwell at (505) 820-1848.

The REALITY . . .

HIGHER EDUCATION
• More than 50 % of college/university students
are women
• Only 30 % of all full-time faculty are women
• Only 45 % of all women faculty hold tenure
• More than 70 % of male faculty are tenured
Source:

U.S. Dept. of Education, 1994.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
• 60 % of elementary school girls report they are happy
about themselves; by high school, only 23 % still feel
that way
• Teachers interact with boys 8 times more frequently than with girls
• 2/3's of National Merit Scholarship semifinalists are male; boys are
· awarded the most college scholarships
• Among adolescents, there is a circular relationship between (1) liking
math & science, (2) self-esteem, and (3) career aspirations
• Despite the popular belief that peer groups and peer pressures dominate
the actions, values, and goals of teenagers, a national survey shows that
ADULT INSTITUTIONS - including family and school - have a
greater impact on adolescents' development.
source: How Schools Shortchange AJDerica.,
~

(AAUW). 1991.
....
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To Bring About Positive Societal Change for All As
We Move toward a New Millenium.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Shane Phelan (Political Science), Chair, Curricula Conunittee

FROM:

Diana Robin, Chair, Foreign Languages and Literatures

DATE:

April 28, 1993

SUBJECT:

Proposal for new major in Russian

The Foreign Languages and Literatures·Iaculty has voted unanimously to establish a major in
Russian language and literature. The consolidation of a third full-time instructorship in Russian
now makes it possible to offer the courses necessary for completion of a major within a four-year
minimum framework. There are now (fa!) 1992) 22 declared Russian Studies majors. Some of
these students would prefer a traditional language and literature major: a concentrated program of
purely language/literature studies would better prepare them for graduate work in SlaYic and/or
professional training with a language emphasis. The discipline of a degree program would
systematize our course offerings and deYelop long-range links between courses as well as permit
the individual instructors to plan their syJlabi and teaching goals on a long-range basis. At the
same time, Russian Studies would not only not be damaged as a cwricular entity, but could
benefit from the ongoing sequence of language course offerings. Moreover, a Russian
language/literature major as well as a Russian Studies major could help in recruiting students to
the programs by offering a specialized language and literature degree or the more general,
interdisciplinary plan of Russian Studies.

Keeping in line with other language majors, we also propose a second major option (option B). No
additional staff or librar)' acquistions wilJ be needed.

Propos~d Major In Rwsian
Option A: Regular Option

.30 hours of courses in Russian language and literature including the following:
6 hours
•Russian 201-202
•Russian 301-302
6 hours
•Russian 401-402
6 hours
•2nd or 3rd year conversation
.3 hours
•9 hours from Russian 407,
408 or literature/ci\'ilization
courses in translation
9 hours
Total:
30 hours

Option B:. Second Major Option
24 hours of courses in Russian language and literature including the following:
6 hours
•Russian 201-202
•Russian 301-302
6 hours
6 hours
•Russian 401-402
•2nd and 3rd year conversation
chosen from 203-204,
303-304
3 hours
•.3 hours from Russian 407,
408 or other upper division
3 hours
literature course
24 hours
Total:

'
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To: Kat...hleen Sena, Registrar's Office
From: Shane Phelan, Poli ti cal S c ience; Chair, CLCS -.:, ./~
Dear Kathleen:
As we discussed via email, I am sending you this memo to con fi r m
that the program in Comparative Literature and Cultural S ud i e s
would like to change its course prefix from COMP LI T t o CLCS . We
believe that this is an important change for students'
identification of our courses.
As you retu r n the o rigin al Form C
t...o the Operations Committee for signature, we ask that y o u make
this change as well.
Thank you for your trouble.

no

vu

The t:niH~rsit~ of :'\l''' 1\ ll'\ko
lJl.'pa rt11 w11 t 11f h 1rl.' i~n Lan~ u;t:-'. l'' and Lill'r.1tur,·,
On,·g;.i H al l 229
A lhuqumJUt.'. -'\1 X7 1.~l - l 14ft
(5051277-4 77 111:'i O:'i i 277. y; qq !F.-'\\I

December 19, 1994
To:

Kathleen Sena, Asst Registrar, Registration/Scheduling

From: Pamela Becker-Koch, Dept. Administrator, Foreign Languages & Literatures
Re:

Curriculum Fonns Review

After discussing the Comparative Literature/Cultural Studies Form C with Dean Fleming, he
informed me that currently English 201 & 202 are replacing English 375 & 376. Howe er, a new
form A was filed by the English Department on I 0/4/94 requesting a change from English 20 I •
202 to English 292 and English 293 . So, this is very complicated, currently the numbers hould
be English 201 & 202 until the new fonn A passes.
The Chair Diana Robin hand wrote the Form C and started the process herself I am he itant to
start a new form C because of all the original signatures already secured. I apologize for the
mess.

The Unh·ersit} of New Mexico
Division of Student Affairs
Scheduling Office. SSC 124
Albuquerque. NM 87131 -2039
(505) 277-4336

October 26, 1994

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Diana Robin, Chairperson-Comparative Literature
Kathleen F. Sena, Assistant Registrar -Registration/Scheduling~
CURRICULUM FORMS REVIEW

I am returning your curriculum form C for the Comparative Literature Program. The one
problem with this program of study is that English 375 is no longer a valid course in the
English curriculum. The English department deleted the course as of the Spring of 1995.
Please determine which course will be substituted for English 375 and indicate it on the
attachments to the Form C where applicable. You might consider sending the curriculum
committee a clean copy of the proposal since the current copy has red markings that will not
xerox well when we have to make copies for a11 committee members to review the request.
As soon as your response is received, the form will be forwarded to the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee for consideration. At that time the committee may ask you to be
present during the discussion of the form. If you have any questions please contact me at 2774792. Thank you for your time and attention with this curriculum form issue.
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FORMS ENCLOSED)

PROPOSAL FOR REVISIONS
IN THE MAJOR AND MINOR PROGRAMS IN COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
AT THE B.A. AND M.A. LEVELS
Submitted by Diana Robin, Program Director
February 14, 1994
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ADDENDUM TO FORM C (3 FORMS ESCLOSEDI

PROPOSAL ABSTRACT

The present Comparative Literature major consists of the studv
of t~o
or more national
literatures, one of
whilh
mav be .
.
.
.
c - 1. c e
-~, h r -:.
English or American literature. The new t~~ck ~ opt1-0n 1n
Comp~r~t j ve Literature is a theory and criticism major, with
collc~'Ut"Mtions- in Film Studies and in Cultural Theory at the
B.A. level, and in Cultural Studies at the M.A. level. The new
ma.ior focuses on contemporary thought ( 1960 to ·' the present, the
so-called postm o dern period), though not ~ithout emphasis on
its roots in earlier philosophical traditions. Courses in
cultural theory and postmodern literary theory are no recent
development in the College of Arts and Scienc~s; . _nor are m~,.~rs
in criticism and theory. What-- is new in thecl:~ae k~ +-ft~~ ~a~
~* 1S
that it combines theory courses in the social sciences with
theory and criticism courses in the literatures and the visual
arts. The new major consists of the comparative study of contemporar y literary, political, film, and cultural theory. By
crossing disciplinary borders, the n e \ , / ~ t f } 1 bring the
program in Comparative Literature in line with what is happening at Duke, Penn, Berkeley, Indiana, and elsewhere. T-fie-t--rack Tk.. 5
H option shouJ d not be seen as a means to suppl ant track-I-, 1k" .(..¥1sr=;.. (,
but rather as a complement to that program.
1
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Foreign Languages and Literatures) Director of Comparative
Literature, and the program moved from the English Department
into Foreign Languages and Literatures. In January, Professor
Robin appointed a ne~ interdisciplinar~ committee to oversee
the program and to bring its curriculum into conformance with
developments in the discipline around the country. The fa culty
appointed to the new committee were Mike Fischer (Chair,
English Department), Minrose Gwin, and Gary Harrison, in
English; Ruth Salvaggio in American Studies; Erlinda GonzalezBerry (Chair, Spanish/Portuguese Department); Ira Jaffe (Chair,
Film and Media Arts); Beverly Burris (Acting Chair, Sociolog y
Department); Louise Lamphere in Anthropology (Chair, Women
Studies); and Shane Phelan in Political Science.
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.
· 1 B.A.
·
· · 1· nro C omparat1ve
Li· t era t ure are in
· t er di' s c1p
1nary
majors; the
,
ferent departments whe~e :~ams cours~s.come from three difEnglish, Foreign Langua e
ey ar~ administered and funded:
S~anish/Portuguese. Whifestand Literatures, and
.
Literature operates t
he
graduate
program
in
Comparative
a
a 1 most no c
t t
·
a 1 so serves an important f
.
~s
o the university, it
for majors graduating f
u~ction in providing an M.A. program
that lack a graduat d rom anguage and literature programs
Classical Studies :
e~ree program (for example the majors in
'
uss1an Studies, and Languages).
.
The program in Comparative L'
years by Professor J
ite~ature was directed for manY
a Committee-in-Charg~se~h ~avad1l (English). There also existed
representative of UNM'o
t e program which, while broadlY
lite ra t ures, had not 6 t several
de partments of languages an d
.
Professor Zavadil's lme
~n recent years. At the time of
interim d 1' rectorsh i p ast
illness
of A
.
' th e program came under the
ssociate Dean Bob Fleming (English!·
In December 1992 B.
Sciences appoint~d Dl~l Gordo~, Interim Dean of Arts and
1ana Rob1n (Chair of the Department of

The ne~ interdisciplinary committee studied the aims,
rationales, and course offerings of a number of departments
offering degrees in comparative literature at a ~umber of
universities whose program~ are especially well known in the
field, including those of Indiana University, the Universi
of
Pennsylvania, Duke, and Berkeley; we also consulted with colleagues at Indiana University, Duke, and Penn by phone. In
addition, we sent out a request for course listings in con
mporary theory and cultural studies to all department chair~ in
the College of Arts and Scjences and the College of Fine Ar s.
We spoke with colleagues in the departments that offered such
cou:ses, read the course syllabi that they submi~~~1~ ~~~ made
a 11st of courses appropriate for the proposed t-P-&-G~ - Il in
Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies (course listin s
enclosed). The committee members convened for initial discu ssions on · the direction of the program on January 29 and
February 26. on April 21, the committee met for further dis cussion with Professor Cornel West, Director of Afro-American
Studies at Princeton University and a key figure in the chan ing face of comparative literature and cultural studies
programs since 1988. The paragraphs that follow summarize th
substance of the committee's findings.
UNM is one of the few schools in the country that h~s retained
~ - l~{>Os-style program in Comparative Literature as its only
~~ab1t: a program designed, that is, as. a pa~allel study of \..O
or more national literatures. Comparative L1t~ratur a _ UM 15
thus geared, almost solely, toward the comp~r1son of li
tures along the axes of genres, movements, 1nflu nces,
sources.
At least two decades ago the orientation of Compara

L1
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ture programs around the country began to shift away from genre
studies and towards critical studies in culture and theory. At
the University of Pennsylvania, for example, the program is
described as "a broader intellectual discipline that includes
(the study of traditional literary categories of analysis] but
is concerned primarily with interpreting literature in contexts
provided by history, philosophy, anthropolog y , folklore, and so
forth, and in terms marked by class, gender, race, and po\.:er."
Offering its students the opportunity to design a curriculum
responsive to emerging fields within literarv and cultural
studies, such a program challenges the bound~ries between the
study of l~terature and the social sciences. Operating along
the same lines, a course in twentieth-century literary theory
~ut of th~ Compar~tiv~ Literature Department ~t Duke University
is advertised as an introduction to critical movements
p~ilosophies, and strategies forming contemporary theories of
literature: deconstruction, feminism, formalism, Marxism,
phenomen~l ogy, psychoanalysis, structuralism. " The M.A. in
Compa:,ative Literature at Duke is characterized a~ a program
~ha~ .offers to qualified st~dents the opportunitv to develop
l~dl~ldual courses of study with a strong emphasi~ on interdisciplinary ~ork, literary theory, and cultural studies." Thus,
the trend in
·
· to integrate
·
. comparative s t u d 1es
1s
the formP.r l Y
separate fields of lit erary, aest h etic,
·
·
· ·
social, political,
an d
lt
1
h
cu ura t eory and criticism.
The purpose of th
l" 1' : <.,.,_ ;;:"-\:. 0 "
•
.
e!g?' new progpams in comparative literature is
t~ provide a home for those students who wish to study the manY
disparate strands of c lt
h
political, social h' u ~ra 1 t ~ory (literary, linguistic,
other theory) u d'
~~torio~raph1c, ~thnographic, gender, or
program that ha:=~ ite aegis of a single cross-d~sciplinarY
the relationship bet s cel~tral concern the question: what is
ween iterature and culture?
On the basis of its studv 0 f b
nationwide and the r
·
oth the status of the field
committee met on J es~urces presently available at UNM, the
to revitalize the une
and made the follo~ing recommendations
1 to re t a1n
· the existing B.A. an d
M,A. programs (the program·
c
· . •
literatures) in the omp~rative study of t~o or more national
program in comparati::v~~ed progra~; 2. to broaden the existing
trends to include co
it~rature in keeping with national
mparat1ve soc· l
.
.
t
d
s . u 1e~ 1n theory; 3 , to r
la
as well as literary
_
t~ons in Comparative Lit p opose the addition of two concentra
L~terature with a concenerat~re ~or the B.A.: Comparative
.
Literature with a
trat~on in Film Studies and Comparative
concentrati
·
dd a
program in Comparative L't
on in Cultural Theory; 4. to a
M.A., ~ith an emphasis 1 erature and Cultura] St~dies at the
on theory; 5. to add a new minor in

cultural studies and theory to the existing program; 6. to
change the name of the program to Comparative Literature and
Cultural Studies: 7. to expand the faculty associated with the
program to include faculty in the several departments at UNM
that offer courses in contemporary theory and cultural studies
(see list of associated faculty enclosed); 8. to form an Interdisciplinary Committee on Comparative Literature with faculty
from participating departments to serve as an advisory committee for the B.A. and M.A. programs: 9. to propose through a
Form C application an implementation of the above recommendations (1-4); and 10. to explore external fund in g and grant
possibilities for curriculum and faculty development.
IV. Proposed Date for the Chane:es to Become Effective: Fa]]
195~

V. Budgetary and Facultv Load Implications
The implementation of the two new concentrations in Comparative
Literature and the Comparative Literature/Cu ltural Stud ies
program will utilize existing courses in Foreign Languages and
literatures, Film and Media Studies, and Cultural Studies and
Theory and the faculty currently teaching those courses (as
listed in the attached sheets), and thus wil l require no additional funding or staffing, Likewise the new mjnor in Cultural
Studies will make use only of existing courses and existing
fa cul ty.
The new concentrations at the B.A. and the ne~ program at the
M.A. levels in no way will supplant the exi~t ing B.A: and M.A.
programs in Comparative Literature with their emphasis on the
parallel study of two (or more} national literatures. Over the
past several ~ears there have been at most_lO _majo rs in
v
residence each year in the program, the maJority of whom ~a e
been candidates for the Master of Arts Degree. However, ~ 1 th a
revitalized program that adds Cultural Studies, we _expect the
number of majors in the program to increase dramatically. The
demand is ce~tainlY there; this year we received over 200
·
t ·
tudents from all over
requests for brochures from prospec ive s
.
China.
the United States as well as from Europe, Africa, and
VI. Associated Faculty

Bram Anderson, Assistant Professor, . Philosop~~ia Arts
Gus Blaisdell Visiting Lecturer, Film a~d M
. '
.
p f sor Sociology
Beverly Burris Associate roes
'
.
(Classi cs >
Monica CYrino 1 Assistant Professor, Foreign Lan
Robert Flemin~, Professor, English

0
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Michael Fischer, Professor , Eng li sh
Erlinda
Go n z a l ez- Berry, Spanish/Por t ugu ese
Russell G
M'
o?dman, Professor, Philos ophv
inrose G~in, Professor, Eng li sh
.
Gary Harri son A
·
~at~sha Kolch~v :soc1ate ~rofessor, Eng l is h
s i an )
. s a, Associate Professor, Fo re i gn Lang IRusIra Jaffe, Professor, Fil
d
.
Louise Lam her
man Med i a Art s
Byron Lind~ev els=:o~e~sor, Anthropo l og y
Peter Pabisch: Prof~~: e Profe~sor, Fore i gn La n g ( Russ i an )
Shane Phelan A .
or, Foreign La n g (G e r man )
Profes sor , p o 1 1· ti. ca l Science
' ss1stant
Jona than Porter
p
f
Walter Putnam
ro _essor, Histor y
Diana Robin P'rosfsociate Professor , Forei g n La n g ( French !
,
essor F
·
Rut h Salvaggio A
. '
oreign Lang (Cl assics )
v 1rg1n1a
· . . Scharff
' ssoc1ate
Profes sor, American
.
A .
S tu d j es
Cl a ude-Marie Se ' . ssistant Profes s o r, Hi s to rv
Jane Slaughter n~inge~, Professo~ ~ Fo re i g n La ~ g (F r ench )
Warren Smith ~ ;sociate Professor, Hi s t or y f
Susan Tiano 'Assro ~ssor, _ Foreign Lang (Clas~ i cs )
oc1ate
f>rof essor, Soc i o l ogy
•
He c tor Torres
A
.
ssoc1a
te
Prof essor, En g li sh. a n d Lin guis tics
'
Howard Tuttle Pr f
Marta Weigle 'p of essor, Philosophy
• ro essor A
·
Carolyn Woodward A . '
nthropology
VI I .
,
ss1stant Professor, Engl i sh
The Proposed Major for the
.
~ i th two n~w concentrati~-~ B.~. ~n Compara t ive Li terature
conce ntration in Film Stud~· _omparat1ve Literature with a
a con c entration in Cultura~eTsh, and Comparat ive Litera t ure wit h
eory.
The proposed concentrat ·
.
Theory
will
b
ions
in
C
·
.
e overseen bv th Fil m Std.
u 1es and in Cultural
i~m~arative _Literature and w·e Interdisciplinary Committee on
t · omparat1ve Literature Al1lll complement the existing program
ions, as well as th ose in· th student s 1n
·
t h ese concentra~ r of~am, will take a 9-hour e regular Comparative Literature
t p 1 ~~ry Approaches to lit sequence of core courses· Interdist~~= si~~~g~h!he Re~aissanc:~;~~;~ i! E ni~ l 315), Wo~ ld . Li terad e nts must d
Renaissance (Engl ·
h
, and World L1teraEnglish by te:?nstrate proficencls~ 3-+-6 • Moreover, al l st u from courses a ing 9 hours of couy in a l~nguage other than
languages (o numbered 300 or ab rse~ork in literature selected
b ered 200 or":bof W~ich may be ~:: 1 ~nheach of two modern
15 ), or from courses numove 1n Latin O G
r
reek.
F~r th e Comparative
.
t 1on , s tudents must LJterature/Natio
take an add ' t · nal Literatures concentra 1 lonal 18 hours in courses

drawn from national literatures, c ritica l th e o r y , history, film
stud i es, and / or philosophy . For t h e Compara tiv e Literatu r e/Film
Studies o r Comparative L i terature /Cu ltura l Theo r y concent rat i ons, students must take an addit i onal 18 h ou rs in courses
dra wn from film studies, art h i stor y , h i s to r y o f photogr a ph v,
h i story , cultural stud i es, crit ic a l th eQ.TY, a nd/o r philosophy,
at least 3 hour s of wh i c h must be i n Cultur a l Theory and
Cr it icism (Eng l i s h 411), Cultural , Stud i es (Ame r ic a n Studies
50 1 ) , Con t emporar y Political Th ou g h t ( Pol i tic a l Science 463),
or an equivalent course in contemporary s oci a l , p olitical or
philosophical thought, as determined b y t he Interdi s ciplinary
Committee on Comparative Literat u re.

l
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Student s ma y mi no r in literature, hist o r y, or cultu r al s udies,
but course s taken to sat i sfy requ i reme nt s f or th e minor mav no
be used to satisfy ma j or require ments.

VIII. The Proposed New Undergraduate Mi no r
/

The minor in Comparative Lit~rature wi l l cons i st of Interdisci p li nary Approaches to Literature , Engl i~h 3 1 5; World Li erature throu g h the Rena i ssance, ,E..pg li sh _ 3i 5 ; an d Wo r ld liters ur
s i nce the Renaissance, En g lish 3 7 6; and 1 5 addition a l hours of
c o urses in national literatures , cultura l s tudie s and heor · ,
or film studies . A student majoring in na tio nal l itera ures,
f i lm studies or th eory may no t sa ti sfy thi s ~eq ui rement wi h
c o urses in the same a rea a s his / her ma j or.
IX. The Proposed Majo r

for the tl.A.
Literature/Cu l tural Studies

in Compara tive

The Master o f Arts i n Comparative Litera t ure ~nd Cul tur a l
Studi es i s offered a s an interdepartmenta l ma J or u~de r Pl a n I
or Pl an I I a ccord i ng to the regulations set forth in ear lie r
pages of the Bul let i n . Applicants for a dm iss io~ und er b oth
plans must demon stra t e proficienc y in one foreign l a ng ua e.
wi th th e a pproval o f the chairperson of t h e _pr o gram ; _a reading
k n owled g e of a second foreign lang uage isjhigAlY dco i ~a bh{.
Students who cannot meet these prerequ i s i tes mu st sa 1sf · he
as deficiency requirements.
The minimum degre e requirements i n cl ude :
9 hou r s

in t h ree courses in con tem por ar y c ultur a l
h orY,
literary theory politica l and s oci al theory . drawn from ~
f 11
·
'
.. ·
E gli sh 510" l1ter a rv Th or~.
o owing courses: Cr1t1 c 1sm, _n
' 5 d ' · SOJ · ConSpanish 601 · a nd Cultura l S t ud i e s, Amer 1 c a n
u 1 5
'
1
temporary P ~litica l The o r y , Politic a l Science 4 6 3; Cul ur

I
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COMPARATIVE LITERATURE AND CULTURAL STUDIES
Theory and Criticism E
.
chairperson of the ' ngl1sh 511; or, with the a
taken durin
. program' an equivalent
pproval of the
g the first semester of
t d
course, preferably
s u y.

At least 9 furth
studies and thee . er hours at the 500 level
.
to satisfy this;), ~ourses at the 400 or 300 rr albove ln cultura l
son of th
equirement with the
eve ma~· be used
.
approval of the ch .
e program, if the f
graduate credit for th em.
o fer1ng department also grants
a1rper-

The remaining 15 h
(non-thesis) will
ours of a student's
studies, th
~ormally include
program under Plan II
eory, histo ry, and national
re 1 ated
courses 1n
· cu 1 tura1
l evel.
1 l. t eratures at
the 500

A~l candidates for th
s~ve ex~mination whic: :~r1er's degree will take a compreheno specialization .
1
test their kno\..
of their areas
their critical abifn1·t~ultural studies and thledge
1es.
eory as well as
Each student'
and the chairs program must be a rov
may not be duP;:son of the progr~~ C;d by a faculty adviser
p icated for the M.A..
urses taken for the B.A.
X. The Proposed New G d
--- ra uate Minor
I~ addition to th
t~ve Li~erature a~da~rea~y e~isting gradu
.. .
m~nor with empha .
he period minor .. at~ minor in Comparam1nor with an em;~s ~n ~ne historical' a~ interdisciplinary
proposed
asis 1n Cultu 1
period, a new graduate
.
ra Studies is herewith
A graduate minor .
may be composed o}n Comparative Lit
a5n0d 15 additional hothree of the fiv:rature and Cultural studies
·
. 0 lev e 1 , or at 8 1 urs in cu 1 tural stcore
d. cou rses f or the ma,Jor
at least one f
?wer level as d
u_ies and theory at the
din
ent
m
·
.
ore1gn
l
escr1bed
th
aJor1ng in cult
anguage must b
a b eve, Proficiency
e above requirementura~ studies and
demonstrated. A stuM.A.
.
s with courses in h eory ma~ not satisfy
th
candidates are t
er or his major.
e second se
o select th .
three m
mester of
e1r spec· l
.
embers of th
gr~duate stud
la committee during
in Comparative Litee special committy. Normally two of the
rature ad
ee St
must . b e f aculty members
n Cultural
ud1es.
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Diana Robin, Chairperson
Ortega Hall 229, 277-4771, 277-6165

ADVISORY COHMITTBB
Scott Bukatman, Film and Media Arte
Beverly Burris, Socioloty
Monica Cyrino, Foreiin Languaaes and Literatures
Susan Dever, Film and Media Arts
Robert Fleming, in2lish
Michael Fischer, Entlish
Erlinda Gonzalez-Berry, Spanish and Portuiuese
Minrose Gwin, Enilish
Yukiko HanaYa, Foreign Lanauages and Literatures
Gary Harrison, English
Ira Jaffe, Film and Media Arts
Natasha Kolchevska, Foreign Lanauages and Literatures
Louise Lamphere, Anthropoloay
Byron Lindsey, Foreign Laniuages and Literatures
Peter Pabisch, Foreign Languages and Literatures
Shane Phelan, Political Science
Jonathan Porter, History
Walter Putnam, Foreiin Laniuages and Literatures
Diana Robin, Foreitn Languaaes and Literatures
Ruth Salva~gio, American Studies
Vireinia Scharff, History
Jane Slauahter, History

INTRODUCTION
The encounter with another culture provides all students
with a vantage point from which to become better informed critics of their own society. For other students,
houever, who intend to pursue graduate education in
diverse fields. or whose career-paths will lead them
abroad as participants in a tlobal economy, the comparative study of literatures and cultures--the study, that
is, of cultural difference--Yill be an indispensable
component of their education.
The major in Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies
is administered by an interdisciplinary advisory committee (listed above) under the auspices of the Department of Foreign Langua,es and Literatures. The program
offers an individualized program of studies tor majors
and minors with concentrations in cultural theory and
-1-
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criticism, film studies, and national literatures.
S~udents plannina to major or minor in Comparative
Literature and Cultural Studies should consult with the
chairperson of the proiram and members of the CL/CS
advisory committee in desianing their program of
studies.

MAJOR STUDY REQUIRBHBNTS
The Core--33 semester hours
I. Introduction to World Literatures--9 hours:
Interdisciplinary Approaches to Literature (English 31>or an equivalent course in another department)--3 hours

~~

World Literature through the Renaissance (English 3'1-5 o r ~
an equivalent course in another department)--3 hours
World Literature since the Renaissance (English 376 or
an equivalent course in another department)--3 hours

II. The Concentrations--18 hours:
The Cultural and Critical Theory Concentration: 18 hours
may be selected from upper-division courses in film
studies, art history, anthropology, political theory,
critical theory, cultural studies, gender studies,
history, or philosophy; 3 of these hours must be in
Cultural Theory and Criticism (English 411 or Bn&lish
511), Cultural Studies (American Studies 501), Political
Thought (Politioal Science 463) or an equivalent course
in contemporary social, political, or philosophical
thou&ht, as determined by the chairperson and advisory
committee for Comparative Literature and Cultural
Studies as listed above.
The Film Studies Concentration: the requirements are the
same as listed above for the Cultural and Critical
Theory Concentration, ~ith the addition of an individualized proaram of courses in !il• studie~ as .
deemed appropriate by the student in consultation with
the chairperson and advisory committee for CL/CS.
The National Literatures Concentration: 9 hours of
upper-division coursework should be taken in each of two
lanauage areas, one of which may be English. The courses
(~

-2-
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required for the national literatures concentration may
include studies in theory, history, film, and the arts
as well as literary texts.
Courses may be selected from the Forei2n LanguaieS and
Ljteratures catetory as listed belo~ to apply toward the
18 hours of coursework required in the Concentrations
category; 3 hours from the courses taken toward the
fulfillment of the Foreign Langua~es and Literatures
requirement may also be applied toward the fulfillment
of the Concentrations category requirement, as deemed
appropriate by the student in consultation with the
chairperson and advisory committee for CL/CS (as listed
above).
III, Foreign Languages and Literatures--9 hours
Literature, culture, and theory courses taught in a

foreitn lan•uage numbered 300 or above. These include
but are not limited to:

J

French 345, 346J 35i, 35~, 411, 422, 423,~~31,
441,
442.~t.1'3, 450, '2l51, 1452,
, ~460, 461, • • 490, 541,
551, ~520, ffl; Glass-ical GreekJ 301, 302; German 301, J
302, 304, bos, 307, 30s, 401, 11'46, 4so, 451, 452, 453,

480; Italian 308,r4'75l: Latin 303, ~04, 352; Por uguese
401, ~ , ~451, 45~~8, ;ii:46}.J RuJ1.1an 301, 302,
401 402, 407,
490 · ifl, 44 , 443 458, 451 45
·
ttii}spanish 307,.../)3
v1tt370, 375.~05) 423, • • %35
514, 517, 520, 525, 526, 530, 531, 536, 601.
Topics courses may be repeated for credit as the topic
changes.

~

MINOR STUDY RRQUIRBMBNTS
The minor in Comparative
requires English 315, Enalis

3 5

and~··ral Studies
Ent;i~;~~ and 15

additional hours ot courses in national l1teratures,
cultural studies and theory, or film studies. A student
majorint in national literatures, film studies, or
i
theory may not satisfy this requirement with oourses n
the same area as his/her major.

'
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Date: Fri, 25 Aug 1995 13:23:41 -0600 (MDT)
From: shane phelan <Sphelan@unm.edu>
To: kathleen f 2AUG03 senaaresam <ksena®unm.edu>
Subject: schedule name for comp lit/cult studies
Kathleen Last year we changed the name of Comparative Literature to Comparative
Literature and Cultural Studies. When we did so, we evidently neglected
to change the initials that will be used in the course schedule. I
called today, and Kay Reeves said that inthat case we have to file
another Form C just to change the initials. Is that indeed the case?
Also, I'm now the chair of the program (which I initial CL/CS). Can you
change that on the DCLs for the future so that things are sent right to
me, or do you need a letter or something? Thanks for your help Shane Phelan
sphelan
Pol. Sci., Soc. Sci. 2076; 7-5231
? Help
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1. Form C, Name Change, Department of Microbiology, pp 1-2
2. Committee Chairpersons 1995-96, p 3
3. General Principles of Agreement Concerning Evaluation of Tenured
Faculty, p.4

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC

. . 10...J

UNIT PREPAF

A,

CIP CODE

Date: _ _.,c..9_,_l.-2...._5..._l...._9__
5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Carolyn Mold, Ph.D.
(Name of ndivdual on~iatrng curncular change lorm)

Chair, 277-3344

AHlgMC!by
A11oda1e Provoet
fo, Academic Affal,.

(T.ie. pouion, telephone number)

.l.

1. Dean of Library ~
2. CIRT (Comp & Ir

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

College Curricull
College or Schoc
College or School uearvu1re<;1or UI 111::,111.1\.uv..
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

Dept. of Microbiology, School of Medicine
(~,ogr~randl)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mari< appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

This form is for _ D
=-e.c....Lp..:..:a.:::.r-=t=m-=
e-=-=
n-=t--=-o-=f _ M=i-=-c-=-r-=o b=i-=o 1=-O::::..&o.YL-- - -

0
0

Name of New or Existing Program

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

on
-Mark
·- ·-·-·- ·-· - ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·- ·- ·- ·-·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·appropriate category
page(s) - - - - - - - -

NEW:

Concentration

0
0
0
0

Certificate

D

Emphasis

0

,.,..

Degree

Major
Minor

Department

UndergraQJate
degree only

REVISION OF:

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

0
0

0
0

D
D
D
D

0
0
0

0
0
0

•5ee New l.k1its policy ~ bot*

Tl

...

0

0

en
(')

0

0

••

o·

0
::r

GI
Q.

a

0

£

5"

(0

avaiable from 1he Provost's Office.

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college

m
:::,

-...
0
GI
GI

(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

a.

Department of Microbiology (and Immunology)

CD

0

::t

[

0

z
~

GI

0

U)

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). The name change would make Immunology a
visible and identifiable component of the University of New Mexico to potential students, and fellows, and to the community. The new name is a more accurate reflection
·of the expertise of the department. Approximately half of the current faculty
members are immunologists. The new name would also reflect responsiblity _that the

YJii~~ sMBmW~ ~rah1tl~eJW8Watflil~~cr&tl+ineqt1-~&lryfo

medical
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of Individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (H necessary(see attachBudgetary and Faculty Load lmpfications (attach statements). Long-range planning staterl'Mri.
ment)
Does this change affect in a &ignHicant way, any other departmental programsA>ranch campuses? Yes_ No~
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COMMIITEE CHAIRPERSONS 1995-96

Academic Freedom & Tenure

Long Range Planning

John Omdahl (Biochemistry), Chair
Janice Schuetz (Comm & Journ), Vice Chair

David Thompson (Mech Engr), Chair
Phyllis Wtlcox (Ling), Vice Chair

Admissions & Registration

Research Allocations

Charles Steen (History), Chair

Vrrginia Shipman (Educ), Chair

Athletic Council

Research Policy

Breda Bova (Education), Chair

Ed Walters (Chemistry}, Chair to be replaced

Bachelor of University Studies

Scholarship, Prizes & Loans

Edythe Tuchfarber (Nursing)

(To Be Announced)

Budget

Teaching Enhancement

David Colton (Education), Chair

Gordon Hodge (Psychology), Chair

Campus Plannin&

Undergraduate

Gilbert Merkx (Sociology), Chair

(To Be Announced)

Community Education

University Press

Altha Crouch (Gallup, Chair

(To Be Announced)

Curricula

International AfTairs

Henry Shapiro (Comp. Sci), Chair

(To Be Announced)

General Honors Council

Student Publications

David Johnson (English), Chair

Henry Trewhitt {Comm & Journ), Chair

Graduate

Student Conduct

Vrrginia Seiser (Gen Lib), Chair

(To Be Announced)

Honorary Degree

Student Union

{To Be Announced)

(To Be Announced)

Library

John Lipski {Span & Portuguese)

October- J0-95
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF AGREEMENT
CONCERNING PERIODIC EVALUATION OF TENURED FACULTY

1.

Periodic evaluation of tenured faculty is supported by faculty and is
considered to be a positive, developmental process.

2.

Tenured faculty should be evaluated in the three broad areas of: 1)
teaching, 2) research and scholarly activities, 3) service. The emphasis
or weight given to a particular area will vary from institution to institution
within the state based on the respective missions of the institutions.
There may also be some variations among colleges and departments
within the same institution.

3.

Developing an effective and efficient process to evaluate teaching is a
high priority for faculty. The process shall include peer evaluations,
student evaluations and other criteria deemed important by the individual
institution.

4.

Institutions should develop programs available to all faculty for enhancing
teaching effectiveness. Faculty identified as having teaching deficiencies
will be asked to participate in the programs.

5.

Institutions shall establish criteria and procedures for placing deficient
performers on review. Consistent with the concerns of the state,
particular emphasis will be placed on teaching. If after a two-year period,
re-evaluation demonstrates no improvement, procedures for the loss of
tenure will be initiated, according to the procedures of the institution.

John Schlue and Andrew Campbell, NMIMT
Joanne Sprenger, NMHU
June Decker, WNMU
Richard Willen, ENMU
Bobbi Raub, NMSU
Harry Llull, UNM
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